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Résumé

Les nuages de points en trois dimensions sont un format de données très com-

mun en robotique mobile. Ils sont souvent produits par des capteurs spéciali-

sés de type lidar. Les nuages de points générés par ces capteurs sont utilisés

dans des tâches impliquant de l’estimation d’état, telles que la cartographie ou

la localisation. Les algorithmes de recalage de nuages de points, notamment l’al-

gorithme ICP (Iterative Closest Point), nous permettent de prendre des mesures

d’égo-motion nécessaires à ces tâches. La fusion des recalages dans des chaînes

existantes d’estimation d’état dépend d’une évaluation précise de leur incerti-

tude. Cependant, les méthodes existantes d’estimation de l’incertitude se prêtent

mal aux données en trois dimensions. Ce mémoire vise à estimer l’incertitude de

recalages 3D issus d’Iterative Closest Point (ICP). Premièrement, il pose des fon-

dations théoriques desquelles nous pouvons articuler une estimation de la co-

variance. Notamment, il révise l’algorithme ICP, avec une attention spéciale sur

les parties qui sont importantes pour l’estimation de la covariance. Ensuite, un

article scientifique inséré présente CELLO-3D, notre algorithme d’estimation de

la covariance d’ICP. L’article inséré contient une validation expérimentale com-

plète du nouvel algorithme. Il montre que notre algorithme performe mieux que

les méthodes existantes dans une grande variété d’environnements. Finalement,

ce mémoire est conclu par des expérimentations supplémentaires, qui sont com-

plémentaires à l’article.
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Abstract

Three-dimensional point clouds are an ubiquitous data format in robotics. They

are produced by specialized sensors such as lidars or depth cameras. The point

clouds generated by those sensors are used for state estimation tasks like map-

ping and localization. Point cloud registration algorithms, such as Iterative Clos-

est Point (ICP), allow us to make ego-motion measurements necessary to those

tasks. The fusion of ICP registrations in existing state estimation frameworks

relies on an accurate estimation of their uncertainty. Unfortunately, existing co-

variance estimation methods often scale poorly to the 3D case. This thesis aims

to estimate the uncertainty of ICP registrations for 3D point clouds. First, it

poses theoretical foundations from which we can articulate a covariance esti-

mation method. It reviews the ICP algorithm, with a special focus on the parts

of it that are pertinent to covariance estimation. Then, an inserted article intro-

duces CELLO-3D, our data-driven covariance estimation method for ICP. The

article contains a thorough experimental validation of the new algorithm. The

latter is shown to perform better than existing covariance estimation techniques

in a wide variety of environments. Finally, this thesis comprises supplementary

experiments, which complement the article.
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Foreword

Chapter 4 of this work consists in an inserted paper. It was submitted to the IEEE
International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA) on September 15th,
2018. ICRA is a world-leading robotics conference, with an h5-index of 75 as of this
year.1 It was accepted for publication, but is not published at this time of writing these
lines. In the meantime, the paper is available as a preprint in the arXiv repository
with ID 1810.01470. I am the main author of the publication, and as such I was
responsible of its redaction and the underlying experiments. My two co-authors,
François Pomerleau and Philippe Giguère, are also the co-supervisors of my masters.
They provided guidance for this endeavour and assisted me in the redaction of the
paper. François also designed some of the figures. The paper is inserted almost
exactly as submitted. The section numbers and figure numbers were modified to
better integrate to the rest of this document. Some footnotes were added to better
connect the paper with the rest of this work. The layout was modified to fit the one of
a standard masters thesis at Université Laval. Some notation mistakes were corrected
after we became aware of them.

1https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=top_venues
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Introduction

As robots leave factory floors and laboratories, they need to navigate in environ-
ments that are complex and challenging [1]. Of particular importance is the need
for robots to localize in unknown environments with accuracy. Various sensors are
used to this end, such as cameras or radars. Lidar sensors draw particular attention
because of their high level of precision and robustness to lighting change. This type
of sensor is increasingly commoditized, as production scales up to meet the demand
of the automotive industry.2 Interestingly, this better cost efficiency makes the use
of 3D lidars possible where only 2D sensors could be afforded in the past.

Lidar sensors produce point clouds at a regular interval, e.g. ten scans per second.
Point clouds are a set of 3D points that live in the frame of reference of the sensor.
Lidars points represent the location of objects that reflected laser beams. Those scans
provide a rich and accurate representation of the surrounding environment.

The process of aligning two scans into one another is called point cloud registration. It
is illustrated in Figure 1. The important feature of point cloud registration is that it
measures the displacement from the location of first point cloud to the second. We
refer to this displacement, a roto-translation in space, as the registration transforma-
tion. Knowing this transformation allows the robot to localize inside the environ-
ment, or build a map of it.

The Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [2], [3] is one such point cloud registra-
tion algorithm. It estimates a registration transformation using a two steps proce-
dure. First, it associates the closest points in a pair of point clouds. It then finds
a transformation that minimizes a distance between those pairs. This procedure is
repeated iteratively until convergence. Since its introduction in the early 1990’s, ICP
has been widely used by the robotics community. It now has abundant variants [4]

2https://arstechnica.com/cars/2018/01/driving-around-without-a-driver-lidar-

technology-explained/3/
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Figure 1 – Point cloud registration is the process of aligning two point clouds into one an-
other. By measuring the registration transformation applied on the point clouds in doing so,
a robot can measure its displacement in space.

that aim to make it more accurate and robust.

Mobile robotics being a science of uncertainty, it is important to know the precision
and accuracy [5] of any measurement. Since the very introduction of ICP, estimat-
ing its uncertainty (in the form of a covariance) has been identified as an interesting
research avenue [3]. This problem has attracted interest recently [6]–[9] because the
existing solutions do not seem to scale well to 3D point clouds [10]. Consequently,
we pose our research questions as follows: How to improve our knowledge of the uncer-
tainty of ICP measurements? How to estimate it at speeds that allow an online use?

This thesis contains an inserted article, and is articulated around that publication.
Chapters 1, 2 and 3 provide a more complete theoretical background. Their purpose
is to bring the reader up to speed in terms of the ICP algorithm. They draw particular
attention to the parts of ICP that are important to covariance estimation. They ex-
plain the theoretical context in which the article was written, and justify our formu-
lation. More precisely, Chapter 1 introduces the SE(3) Lie group and its companion
Lie algebra, which give us mathematical tools to deal with roto-translations in 3D. It
is followed by Chapter 2, that studies the ICP algorithm in more details. It poses ICP
as a chain of five well-defined blocks, and explains the effect of each of these blocks
on the uncertainty of ICP. Chapter 3 considers this uncertainty. First, it clarifies the
key terms uncertainty and covariance. This helps the discussions of the inserted ar-
ticle. Then, Chapter 3 also tackles the surprisingly challenging process of sampling
ICP registrations to estimate their distribution. The inserted article [11], in Chap-

2



ter 4, is the heart of this work. It uses the groundwork made previously to elaborate
a covariance estimation algorithm for 3D ICP. We put the algorithm through a com-
plete experimental validation, thus demonstrating its usefulness. Finally, Chapter 5
extends on the submitted article by providing supplementary experiments. These
experiments improve our knowledge of the capabilities of the introduced algorithm,
and point at research directions which could improve ICP covariance estimation in
the future.
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Chapter 1

Mathematical background

Mobile robotics is a very tangible domain that requires us to think in terms of dis-
placements in space. This chapter introduces mathematical formalism which allows
us to do so. We present the Special Euclidian group SE(3) and its companion Lie
algebra se(3). We show how to use them to represent rigid transformations in 3D
space. Then, we also introduce how to manipulate this representation to think about
rigid transformations in a probabilistic manner. Finally, we use this algebraic rep-
resentation to compound rigid transformations and keep track of their cumulative
uncertainty.

1.1 Special Euclidian group

Roto-translations in 3D are typically represented as a 4ˆ 4 matrix

T =

[
R t
0J 1

]
, (1.1)

where R P SO(3) is a rotation matrix, and t P R3 is a translation vector. The nota-
tion 0 represents a null vector, which has three dimensions in this case. The matrix
T is a member of the Special Euclidian group SE(3), which is the space of all roto-
translations. SE(3) is a Lie group. Consequently, it has an associated Lie algebra
se(3). Indeed, every member of SE(3) has an associated vector representation that
lives in se(3). The vector representation has six dimensions. The rotations them-
selves also form a Lie group. The matrix R is in fact an element of the Special Or-
thogonal group SO(3), which comprises all 3D rotations. Consequently, any opera-
tion defined on a Lie group applies both to full transformations T , but also simple
rotations R.
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The mapping of roto-translations to se(3) is useful because it allows us to think those
transformations in an almost linear fashion [12]. Also, the Lie algebra representation
is optimal in that it has as many terms as 3D roto-translations have degrees of free-
dom. There are no redundant terms. This makes optimization easier, because no
regularization is needed to make a valid roto-translation from a Lie algebra vector.
This is an advantage over quaternions (which have to be normalized) or full trans-
formation matrices (which need an orthonormal R), for instance.

The caveat is that we have to be careful about singularities when mapping from a
group to its algebra, and vice versa. Our general strategy is to use the numerical
stability [12, p. 267] of the SE(3) group representation when possible, and use the
linear model se(3) when it is useful. This way, we get the best of both worlds.

1.1.1 Exponential map

To go from a Lie algebra to its group, we use the exponential map [12]. For SE(3),
we pose exp(¨) such that

T = exp(ξ) and ξ =

[
u
ω

]
. (1.2)

Here, the vector ξ P se(3) is decomposed in a translation part u P R3 and an axis-
angle rotation ω P R3. Given that the angle of rotation is θ =

?
ω ¨ω, we have a

closed-form expression for this exponent:

exp(ξ) =

[
R Vu
0 1

]
(1.3)

such that

R = I +
(sin θ

θ

)
ωˆ +

(1´ cos θ

θ2

)
ω2
ˆ (1.4)

and

V = I +
(1´ cos θ

θ2

)
ωˆ +

(θ ´ sin θ

θ3

)
ω2
ˆ. (1.5)

Here, the ˆ operator indicates the cross product matrix of a vector such thatx
y
z


ˆ

=

 0 ´z y
z 0 ´x
´y x 0

 . (1.6)

This closed-form expression is derived using a Taylor-expansion [13].
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1.1.2 Log map

We may also wish to do the reverse mapping, i.e., go from a transformation matrix
T to a Lie algebra representation ξ. With that in mind, we first use the Rodriguez
formula

θ = arccos
( tr(R)´ 1

2

)
(1.7)

to find the angle of rotation θ. Then, the rotation part ω can be recovered with

ln(R)ˆ = ωˆ =
θ

2 sin θ
(R´ RJ). (1.8)

For the translation part t, we simply reuse Equation 1.5 such that

t = V´1u. (1.9)

We restate that one should be careful about singularities when using exp(¨) and
log(¨). More concretely, when the angle of rotation is small we should replace the
components of Equation 1.3 and Equation 1.8 with their Taylor series, for the sake of
numerical stability [13]. The Taylor series are developed in Appendix C.

1.2 Normal distributions over rigid transformations

One of the main benefits of representing rigid transformations using Lie groups and
Lie algebras is that the linearity of se(3) allows us to express uncertain transforma-
tions easily [13]. Suppose an uncertain transformation

T = exp(ξ)T̄ (1.10)

where T̄ P SE(3) is the mean transformation, and ξ P se(3) is a small perturbation
applied to it. We say that T is normally distributed according to a covariance Y when
we have

T „ N (T̄ , Y), (1.11)

which is shorthand for

ξ „ N (0, Y). (1.12)
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The above equations apply to any Lie group, but for 3D transformations they imply
that the covariance Y P R6ˆ6. Furthermore, transposing the anatomy of the ξ vector
from Equation 1.2, we can subdivide the covariance with

Y =

[
Yuu Yuω

Yωu Yωω

]
. (1.13)

A method for applying a transformation A P SE(3) on a distribution emerges quite
naturally from this context. Applying A on both sides of Equation 1.10, we get

AT = A exp(ξ)T̄ (1.14)

= exp(AdjA ξ)AT̄ . (1.15)

Note the use of the adjoint AdjA P R6ˆ6 here, which by definition is the matrix that
allows us to commute a transformation from one side of the exponential map to
another. From there, we can show [13] that the transformed distribution is in fact

AT „ N (AT̄ , AdjA ¨Y ¨AdjJA). (1.16)

Instructions to compute AdjA, as well as other useful Lie algebras identities, are
available in Barfoot [12] and Eade [13].

1.2.1 Computing moments

This formulation creates an interesting problem when it comes to computing the
moments of samples of registration transformations. Indeed, the mean T̄ found in
Equation 1.10 cannot be computed in closed form given n samples T0...n. Instead, we
rely on an iterative approach. At iteration j = 0 we set T̄ Ð T0 (or any other element
of the sample). Using this initial guess, we can iteratively compute new estimates
for the mean and the covariance. Given

ξi = log(T iT̄
´1
j ), (1.17)

we have

T̄ j+1 = exp
( 1

n

n
ÿ

i=0

ξi

)
T̄ j (1.18)

Y j =
1
n

n
ÿ

i=0

ξiξ
J
i . (1.19)
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This procedure usually takes three to four iterations to converge [13]. Afterwards,
T̄ j and Y j are estimates of the first and second moment of the samples T0..n. We can
make the estimate of the covariance unbiased by replacing 1

n by 1
n´1 in Equation 1.19.

The effect of this replacement is minimal in the present context, since we typically
use samples of size n ą 1000. Our large sample sizes are required by the large
dimensionality of SE(3).

1.3 Compounding uncertain poses

For this work, we also wish to understand the compounding of uncertain poses in
SE(3). Given

T = T1T2 (1.20)

with T1 „ N (T̄1, Y1) and T2 „ N (T̄2, Y2) a pair of uncertain poses, we want to
compute the cumulative uncertainty of T . This proves useful, for instance, to track
the uncertainty of odometry. To compute this uncertainty, we need to compound the
smaller uncertainties Y i of the individual localization estimates, in order to better
represent the larger uncertainty of the integrated result T .

There are approximations up to the fourth order for this compounding [12]. The
resulting expressions are actually quite daunting, and are left out in the interest of
space. Here, we simply denote important properties of the compounding formu-
las. Two equations are provided in Barfoot [12], a second-order approximation and
a fourth-order approximation. The second-order approximation is mathematically
much simpler. It has the drawback that it does not capture all the “leak” from ro-
tational components into additional degrees of freedom. In other words, using the
second approximation, a rotational uncertainty may not provoke a translational un-
certainty at the next time step (even though it should). The fourth-order approxi-
mation captures this phenomenon better, at the cost of being more complicated to
express.

In both cases, we have to remember that we only have approximations at hand. The
compounding error will grow as uncertainty grows. It grows much more slowly for
the fourth-order approximation than for the second-order one [12, Fig. 7.7]. Still,
these approximations should be used to keep track of small transforms when possi-
ble, in order to minimize the approximation errors. Knowing this, it is wise to store
many small uncertain transformations instead of a single larger one.

8



Chapter 2

Iterative Closest Point algorithm

ICP is a point cloud registration algorithm that has applications in various fields,
such as medical imagery and computer vision. For mobile robotics applications,
which are of interest to us, it is commonly used to register point clouds from lidar
sensors. With two lidar scans of the same environment (but from different point
of views), we can find a rigid transformation between two reference frames. This,
in turn, is very useful for a robot to keep track of its position. The present chap-
ter describes the ICP algorithm in broad terms. It lists the components of an ICP
pipeline, and the effect of these components on the uncertainty. Finally, we discuss
the objective function of ICP, and how it creates an optimization landscape. The
optimization landscape is a metaphor for the shape of the objective function as it is
optimized. This notion will be useful to discuss the covariance of ICP later on.

2.1 Defining ICP

ICP is attributed to Besl et al. [2] and Zhang [14]. It is a procedure to find the trans-
formation A

BT that brings a reading point cloud BQ in the frame of reference point
cloud AP. It does so by first associating every point in Q with its nearest neigh-
bor in P. Then, some metric of the distance between the associated points is mini-
mized. This reassociation/minimization procedure is repeated iteratively until con-
vergence. Figure 1 illustrates a successful ICP registration.

Like any non-convex algorithm, ICP is sensitive to local minima. To alleviate this,
we want to provide a good initial estimate

A
B

qT before initiating the registration, i.e.,
something better than identity. This estimate could be the result of the odometry of
the wheels when moving the sensor from A to B, for instance.

9



2.2 ICP pipeline

A large collection of variants of ICP was developed over the years [4]. They are for-
malized into a chain with well-defined blocks. These blocks, as well as an example
choice for each of them, are shown in Figure 2.1. The figure contains the five main
blocks that comprise an ICP toolchain.

Figure 2.1 – Example of ICP toolchain configuration. The reading Q and reference P point
clouds are input into the pipeline at the top. Some of the choices made here can largely
influence the uncertainty of ICP. Source: http://github.com/ethz-asl/libpointmatcher.

Firstly, we select the data filters, which are the preprocessing operations applied to
the point clouds before they are used for registration. In the current case, Random
sampling indicates that a random subsampling of the points is used. In practice,
data filters are also the opportunity to augment the points with supplementary data.

10
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For instance, a data filter could supplement every point with information about its
neighborhood, such as the estimated plane formed by the neighborhood or the den-
sity of points in it. This supplementary data can then be used in the subsequent steps
of the registration.

The second step in the pipeline is the point matcher. It has the responsibility of find-
ing the nearest neighbors between the reference P and the reading Q point clouds.
The k-dimensional tree (k-d tree) is popular for this, because it allows for nearest
neighbors searches in a sub-linear time (with respect to the number of points) [15].

Next, the outlier filters have the responsibility of filtering spurious point associa-
tions. They aim to remove associations between points that are unrelated, e.g., points
from a house associated with the points from a tree. With this objective, outlier fil-
ters often remove the pairs of points for which the error metric is too large. Choosing
what “too large” means in this context is an active research area [16]. Outlier filtering
is very important to the accuracy of ICP. Indeed, it makes it a lot more robust, and
thus less susceptible to suffer from local minima. A typical choice of outlier filter
is trimmed distance, which keeps a percentage of associations that have the smallest
error according to the minimizer.

Minimizers represent the choice of error metric between the pairs of associated points.
For instance, using the point-to-point error metric minimizes the Euclidian distance
between the associated points. Other possible choices include plane-to-plane, point-
to-Gaussian or Gaussian-to-Gaussian. In Figure 2.1, the choice of error metric is
point-to-plane. With this metric, ICP minimizes the distance between a point and
the estimated plane around the other point. Note that changing the minimizer changes
the closed-form equations that are minimized during the iterative process. Conse-
quently, it modifies the function that ICP optimizes (the objective function).

Finally, transformation checkers are simply convergence criteria for the iterative pro-
cess. In Figure 2.1, we have both a counter and a differential transformation checker.
The counter puts an upper bound on the number of iterations. The differential trans-
formation checker detects convergence by looking at the delta between successive
iterations. If the delta becomes small enough, we consider that convergence is at-
tained and the iterative process is stopped.

Of all the steps in an ICP toolchain, the choice of minimizer (error metric) is the one
that has the most importance to uncertainty estimation. That is because it dramati-
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cally affects the shape of the objective function. In turn, this changes the optimiza-
tion landscape of ICP, and affects where the algorithm is likely to converge. The
objective function of ICP is studied in more details in Section 2.3.

To a lesser extent, the transformation checkers also affect the uncertainty of ICP. This
is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The dots in the figure represent 5000 ICP registrations at
different moments of the optimization process. The subject of registration is a pair
of identical cubes, modulo a Gaussian noise on the individual points. The Gaussian
noise simulates the measurement noise that we find on real lidar sensors. For visu-
alization purposes, we only illustrate the u part of ξ here, which corresponds to the
translation of the registration transformation.

From this figure, we conclude that transformation checkers that are too aggressive
yield registrations transformations that are more scattered. That is because ICP did
not have enough iterations to converge correctly. More scatter in the ξ vectors trans-
lates in a larger covariance (see Equation 1.19). We do not study the impact of the
transformation checkers in detail, because their effect on the uncertainty is minimal
if they are configured correctly. On the contrary, the effect of the choice of error met-
ric on the uncertainty is, in a way, unavoidable. There is no objectively “correct”
way to select an error metric for ICP, which explains the wide variety of metrics still
in use today.

The effect of the remaining blocks of the toolchain (Data Filters, Matcher, Outlier
Filters) on the uncertainty was not controlled for this work. The data filters and the
matcher are expected to have a minimal impact, though validating this experimen-
tally is potential future work. For the outlier filters, the application domain dictates
what the correct choice is. We are interested by the covariance of ICP given that
choice. Consequently, we made a choice that we thought was reasonable (trimmed
distance, keep 70 %), and maintained this configuration throughout the experiments.

2.3 ICP objective function

The choice of ICP pipeline affects the objective function. Consequently, once we
establish that pipeline, we can explore the objective function of ICP in more details.
From an optimization point of view, the problem of ICP can be formulated as finding

arg min
ξ

J
(

exp(ξ)qT
)
, (2.1)
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n = 10

n = 50

n = 100

Figure 2.2 – The translation u P R3 to which ICP converges when the maximum number of
iterations n varies. The point cloud of a cube is registered against itself here. The progression
of 5000 ICP registration is illustrated. If n is too low, ICP will stop before convergence. This
increases the spread of ICP registration transformations, which means the uncertainty is
increased.
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where J(¨) is the objective function of ICP. The behavior of this function changes
given the point clouds being registered, or the configuration of the ICP pipeline. We
can think of that objective function as being the sum of the error metric for every
pair of associated points (modulo the outliers).

In that framework, ξ is the perturbation applied on the initial estimate qT that best
registers the point clouds. As an experiment, we can manipulate ξ to plot the value
of J(¨) for a given rigid transformation. Figure 2.3 illustrates the value of J(¨) when
registering a simple pair of cubes. To the left, we see the pair of cubes being regis-
tered. Currently, the blue cube is ill-aligned with the red one. The points of the blue
cube are, in average, far from their closest neighbor in the red cube. Consequently,
the value of the objective function is high. To minimize it, ICP must find a ξ that bet-
ter aligns both cubes, and thus minimizes the value of J(¨). To the right, we plot the
value of the objective function for different values of ξ. The perturbation is varied in
two axes, the value of ux and uy.

This plot gives us an overall portrait of the objective function landscape, over two
dimensions out of six. We could expect to find a discrete minimum for J(¨) in this
situation. However, the data shows a cross shape. This shape is explained by the
outlier filter, which we set to a 70 % trimmed distance filter (see Section 2.2). If the
transformation is perfectly aligned in the x axis, then the outlier filter is free to re-
move errors in the y axis, letting ICP move more freely in that axis. The reverse is
also true: if the cubes are perfectly aligned in the y axis, there is some freedom in the
x axis. This leeway in both x and y creates the cross shape.

In practice, this modified shape of the objective function means that ICP could con-
verge more slowly to the ground truth. Experiments show that the registration trans-
formations live longer on the axes of the cross before converging to the ground truth
in the middle. In fact, we already observed this “slow down on the cross” effect
in Figure 2.2. The cross of the objective function shows up in the configuration of
the registration transformations themselves. In a way, Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 are
looking at the same phenomenon from two different point of views.

The duality between those figures shows that there is an intimate relationship be-
tween ICP’s objective function and its uncertainty. A family of uncertainty predic-
tion algorithms, called the closed-form estimates, use the derivative of the objective
function directly to make their predictions [17]. Closed-form algorithms cannot cope
with point reassociations well, and thus must make supplementary assumptions
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Figure 2.3 – Left: A pair of noiseless cubes being registered. Right: ICP objective function
when registering the pair. A high value of the objective function means that the sum of errors
for every pair of associated points is high for a given roto-translation. Two dimensions out
of six are plotted: the translation in x and the translation in y (ux and uy).

about the association of points. They either assume that the pairing does not change,
or that the changes in pairing affect the objective function very little [7]. Chapter 4,
the inserted article, gives a more complete overview of these algorithms, and the
consequences of ignoring point reassociation for uncertainty estimation.

Coming back to the objective function, we are not limited to plotting the x and y
translation axes. Figure 2.4 shows the same objective function, but this time plotted
along a translation and a rotation axis. The figure shows that the rotation has a more
important impact on the objective function than the translation for this pair of point
clouds. Consequently, we consider that the rotation is more constraining than the
translation in this case. Notice the difference in the scale of the objective function
score in this figure, comparatively to that of Figure 2.3.

With those experiments in mind, we can progress towards real pairs of point clouds.
To this purpose, we use pairs of point clouds from the Challenging data sets for point
cloud registration algorithms [18]. This dataset contains dense point clouds from six lo-
cations, ranging from structured to unstructured and indoor to outdoor. It was cho-
sen because it provides ground truth data accurate to the millimeter. For the present
experiment, we pick point clouds from the Gazebo and Hauptgebaude locations. Fig-
ure 2.5 shows photographs of these locations. The value of J for these locations is
shown in Figure 2.6. Since Hauptgebaude (on the right) is an almost featureless hall-
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Figure 2.4 – ICP objective function when registering a pair of noiseless cubes. The vertical
axis shows the impact of a rotation on the objective function (ωz). In this case, the rotation is
more constraining than the translation.

Figure 2.5 – Photographs of the locations point cloud registration datsets. Left: Gazebo Sum-
mer. Right: Hauptgebaude. Source: https://projects.asl.ethz.ch/datasets/doku.php?

id=laserregistration:laserregistration.

way, the ICP registration is underconstrained in the x axis, which is clearly seen on
the objective function. In practice, this means that ICP will have a large uncertainty
in that axis. On the contrary, the Gazebo Summer pair is well constrained on both
axes. Consequently, its objective function is a smooth descent towards a global min-
imum. Detecting underconstrainted directions is perhaps the most difficult part of
designing an uncertainty prediction algorithm.
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Figure 2.6 – Value of the objective function of ICP for pairs of point clouds from real datasets.
The value is plotted for two point cloud pairs: on the left clouds 15 and 16 from Gazebo
Summer, on the right clouds 15 and 16 from Hauptgebaude.

One particularity of the objective function of ICP is that it is made noisy by the re-
association of points. Indeed, at every iteration, ICP pairs every point with their
nearest neighbor. The optimal pairing changes constantly as the estimated transfor-
mation pT is being optimized. This is visible on Figure 2.7. On it, the changes in point
associations (the transition of the “plateaus” in the figure) are clearly visible. No-
tice the very small scale (in the order of the micro-meter) at which these transitions
happen. It was necessary to zoom down to this level, because the optimal pairing
changes very frequently when pT changes.

We already showed the tight coupling between uncertainty and objective function.
One can wonder if modelling the noisiness of Figure 2.7 is necessary to a correct
estimation of the covariance. This question is explored in the inserted article.
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Figure 2.7 – Zoom in on the objective function of ICP for a pair from the Plain dataset (point
clouds 15 and 16). At a small scale, the objective function is not smooth, because of the
reassociation of nearest neighbors.
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Chapter 3

From uncertainty to covariance

The motivation of this work is to better integrate ICP in probabilistic state estima-
tion frameworks such as Kalman Filters or Simultaneous Localization and Map-
ping (SLAM). We plan to achieve this by studying ICP’s uncertainty. One might
wonder how uncertainty relates to covariance, which is in the title of this work. The
purpose of this section is to pose ICP in a more formal probabilistic framework. It
better identifies the random variables at stake and how they relate to the results we
have seen so far. This will clarify the difference between uncertainty and covariance,
and help us discuss those concepts more clearly.

3.1 ICP as a random variable

Strictly speaking, ICP is a function of a reading point cloud Q, a reference point
cloud P, and an initial guess qT of the transformation between P and Q:

icp(P, Q, qT) = pT . (3.1)

It yields an estimate pT P SE(3) of the rigid transformation between the frames of
the point clouds. Consequently, ICP is not an inherently random process. To see
the uncertainty, we must remember the experimental context. First, the point clouds
themselves are uncertain: lidar sensors indeed suffer from noise. Also, the point as-
sociations are uncertain, because both scans P and Q did not sample the exact same
locations of the environment. In underconstrained environments such as Hauptge-
baude (see Figure 2.6), the objective function is not always able to steer ICP towards
good point associations. Consequently, the structure of the environment is also a
source of uncertainty for ICP. Finally, the initial guess qT often stems from odometry,
and as such is uncertain.
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We summarize all those sources of uncertainty in two distributions. First, we pose
the distribution O such that qT „ O. This O is meant to represent the uncertainty
from the odometry. Finally, we pose the uncertain output I of ICP such that pT „ I .
If the chosen ICP toolchain is robust, and the input point clouds P and Q are easily
“registerable”, ICP will converge to a distribution I that is both accurate and precise.
Otherwise the size of I—the uncertainty—becomes larger.

The distributions O and I have shapes that vary wildly from one experiment to
another. Still, an integration to known tools such as a Kalman Filter is deemed ben-
eficial. Consequently, we must describe O and I in terms that allow for common
tools to be used. This is why we pose them as normal distributions for this work,
and focus our efforts towards estimating the covariance of I . We described how to
mathematically express normal distributions over SE(3) in Section 1.2.

The Gaussianity assumption is actually oversimplifying. Figure 3.1 shows the dis-
tribution I for two point cloud pairs. We observe results that are often clustered and
non-symmetric. Whether the normal distribution supposition can be correctly made
is left for future work. For now, we try to find normal distributions that represent I
as well as possible.

In summary, this work considers that the uncertainty of ICP stems from various fac-
tors, such as the structure of the environment, the sensor noise and the uncertainty of
the initial estimate. The distributions O and I encapsulate this uncertainty. To make
our computations tractable, we make the simplifying assumption that O and I are
normal distributions. This formulation is justified because it makes the integration
to existing states estimation toolchains seamless.

3.2 Sampling ICP

To build an intuition of the distribution I , we sample ICP a large number of times for
various pairs of point clouds. This approach was recently applied to 3D ICP [9]. The
high dimensionality of the problem (6 dimensions) forces us to have a large num-
ber of samples in order to represent the distribution of registration transformations
correctly. In the larger scheme of things, sampling ICP allows us to generate train-
ing examples for data-driven algorithms. The plan here is to perform the computa-
tionally expensive sampling on some point cloud pairs, and then train a covariance
estimation model that would automatically generate predictions.
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Figure 3.1 – Sampled registration transformations for the Apartment 03 (top) and Plain 30
(bottom) locations. The registered point clouds are displayed in red. The black spheres
represent the density of registration transformations at that location. Once again, the u part
of the full perturbations ξ is shown. To better cover SE(3), 5000 initial transformations were
used. One can observe that the distributions are hardly normally centered on their ground
truth.
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We can see an example of such a sampling by looking once again at Figure 3.1. To
estimate the covariance of ICP, we must filter outliers out of this sampling. This
outlier filtering should not be confused with the outlier filtering performed during
an ICP registration (see Section 2.2).

Indeed, existing covariance estimation algorithms make the assumption that ICP
“converged to the attraction region of the true solution” [6], [17]. We know that this
notion of attraction region is loosely defined, because of what we learned about the
objective function in Section 2.3. There, we saw that the objective function of ICP
is littered with small local minima (see Figure 2.7). Consequently, the attraction
region of the true solution cannot be a clearly defined region, where the gradient
constantly points towards a global minimum. We speculate that the attraction region
of the global minimum intuitively corresponds to the larger scale behavior of the
objective function, as seen for instance in Figure 2.6. On these objective functions, if
we ignore the noise that happens at very small scales, we can intuitively identify a
region that always converges towards a global minimum. We are not aware of a way
to identify this region automatically. Consequently, we have to resort to heuristics
to distinguish the transformations that converged inside of it from the ones that
converged outside. That is, we want and heuristic to separate convergent samples
from divergent samples.

We use an example pair of point clouds to illustrate the potential impact of out-
lier filtering. Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of ICP registration transforms when
registering an Apartment point cloud pair. The red ellipsoid is the Yuu part of the
sampled covariance. It was obtained by computing Equation 1.19 directly, on all the
samples. The shape of the ellipsoid seems roughly valid. However, a closer inspec-
tion reveals that 97% of the registration transformations live immediately around the
ground truth. With that in mind, we may wish to consider that the results far from
the large sphere are outliers. This is equivalent to considering that, for this pair of
point clouds, the covariance of ICP is only the covariance of the centermost samples.

Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of registration transformations when we filter those
outliers away. Notice the dramatic change in scale of the figure. Once the 3 % of
outliers are filtered away, the covariance is of the order of the millimeter. Without
outlier filtering, it is in the order of a meter. This example justifies the exploration of
heuristics that identify the registration transformations that converged correctly.

For this work, we explored many different heuristics. We present heuristics based
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Figure 3.2 – Distribution of ICP registrations when registering a pair of point clouds from
the Apartment dataset. The red point cloud is being registered against the blue point cloud.
Simultaneously, we plot the u part of 5000 ICP registration results. The size of the black
spheres indicates the density of ICP registration transformations at this location. The red
ellipsoid represents the covariance of the registration transformations if no outlier filtering
is applied.

on a fixed distance threshold, a density threshold, and clustering similar to Density-
Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [19]. The advan-
tages and disadvantages of every heuristic are discussed.

3.2.1 Fixed distance threshold

A typical criterion to detect the convergence of ICP is a fixed distance threshold. To
detect if a registration transformation is an outlier, we compute the perturbation

ξ =

[
u
ω

]
= log(T̄´1

pT). (3.2)
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Figure 3.3 – Zoom in on the distribution of registration transformations when registering
point clouds 7 and 10 from the Apartment dataset. The data is projected on the xy plane.
Every black dot represents a registration transformation. The red ellipse is a 95 % confidence
interval for the distribution. On this figure, 3 % of the data was filtered to eliminate outliers.

Then we have two options: we can filter away all the perturbations that have

}ξ} ą τξ (3.3)

or filter the registration transforms that have one of the following:

}u} ą τu (3.4)

}ω} ą τω. (3.5)

This method has the advantage of being simple and easy to compute. Its main dis-
advantage is that it imposes an upper bound on the covariance. Indeed, this method
imposes a maximum norm for the ξ vector, which means that the covariance ma-
trix also has a maximum norm (see Equation 1.19). The effect of this upper bound
on the covariance matrix is felt especially when the registration transformations are
arranged like in Figure 4.1. In this figure, the registration transformations have a
very elongated distribution. If we were to consider that all the registrations with
}u} ą τu have diverged, we would loose much of that elongated aspect in the final
covariance. This incapacity to capture elongated distribution disqualifies the fixed
distance threshold as a method for filtering divergent registration transformations.
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3.2.2 Density threshold

The density threshold method supposes that registration transforms converge into
the attraction region of the true solution much more frequently than they diverge
elsewhere. Hence, after all the iterations of ICP, there should be a greater density of
registration transformations in the region of the true solution. This justifies the use
of the density of points as a heuristic to detect outlier.

To detect outliers using a density threshold, we first compute a large sample of ICP
registrations. For every transformation sampled, we find the k nearest neighbors.
Every neighbor i has a distance

δi = }ξi ´ ξ} (3.6)

from the sample of interest ξ. We estimate the density ρ by computing

ρ =
k

max δi
. (3.7)

Afterwards, we simply filter away all the registration transformations ξ that have an
estimated density ρ smaller than parameter τρ.

This method is relatively easy to compute, although it is more computationally ex-
pensive than the fixed distance threshold. The computational complexity lies in the
nearest neighbors search. It can be mitigated by first computing a k-d tree on the
sample of registration transformations.

Since this heuristic does not depend on the distance from the ground truth, it does
not impose an upper bound on the covariance of the filtered results. It has the dis-
advantage of having a parameter that is not intuitive to set (τρ). Experimentation is
required to find principled values for this parameter. Furthermore, good values for
τρ change with the number of samples, and the overall behavior or the registration
for the pair of point clouds. Figure 3.4 illustrates this well. It plots the trace of the
covariance matrix as the threshold varies. The trace of the covariance matrix is used
here as a measurement of the size of the covariance. The results would be similar
using other metrics, such as the Frobenius norm. On the figure, the Apartment has
registration transformations that are very well clustered around the ground truth.
Even with very aggressive filtering parameters, 97 % of the registration transforma-
tions remain in the distribution. The covariance becomes very compact (but does
not reach zero) even though it contains the large majority of the results. In fact, the
small covariance that is near zero on that figure corresponds to the cluster of results
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Figure 3.4 – Trace of the covariance of ICP registrations against the value of the parameter
τρ used to filter outliers. On the left, a point cloud pair (clouds 7 and 10) from the Apartment
dataset is used. On the right, a point cloud pair (clouds 8 and 11) form the Plain dataset is
used. The dashed lines are the proportion of registration results that remain after filtering.

shown in Figure 3.3. This is a situation where τρ is relatively easy to choose. Any
value that reaches a plateau in terms of size of covariance, but still keeps most of the
registration results inside the distribution, is a good choice.

The Plain dataset is more challenging. The registration transformations from this
sampling are more spread out. Consequently, the covariance has a larger size in
the beginning. The size of the covariance diminishes progressively as the density
threshold is increased, but so does the proportion of registration results that remain.
The filter designer must choose a value of the parameter that filters as much outliers
as possible, while keeping a healthy number of samples inside the distribution. We
are looking for values that minimize the size of the covariance, but do not take it to
zero. For this case, values of τρ between 105 and 106 seem appropriate. Anything
beyond that incurs the risk of over-filtering the data.

3.2.3 DBSCAN like clustering

The last heuristic to determine what registration transformations converged close
to the ground truth is inspired by the DBSCAN clustering algorithm [19]. This al-
gorithm progressively enlarge clusters by running nearest neighbors searches. The
outlier filtering algorithm we used for this work is a simplified version of DBSCAN.
Indeed, DBSCAN can accommodate an arbitrary number of clusters. However, for
the current work we suppose there is only one cluster: the cluster of convergent
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registration transformations. Consequently, we can simplify DBSCAN to improve
performance.

Algorithm 1 describes this simplification precisely. It begins with a call to FIND-
SEED which initializes the border set B. FINDSEED is a function that, given a set
of registration transformations S and a ground truth value T̄ , finds the registration
transformation in S that best initializes the clustering. One potential implementation
of FINDSEED is simply to find the transformation in S that is closest to the ground
truth. Then, the algorithm iterates on the border set B. For every p point in the
border set, a nearest neighbors query is executed. If at least k neighbors are inside
a radius τr, then the point p is considered a member of the cluster. It is added to
the set C. Its neighbors are added to B and will be considered next. In the end, the
set C contains the points that are considered to have converged inside the attraction
region of the ground truth.

Algorithm 1 Simplified DBSCAN

B Ð tFINDSEED(S , T̄)u Ź B the border set
C Ð tu Ź C the set of points inside the cluster
while |B| ą 0 do

p Ð POP(B)
nns, distancesÐ KNN(p,S , k)
if MAX(distances) < τr then

C Ð C Y tpu Ź p is a core point
B Ð B Y (nns z nnsX C) Ź Add potentially new core points in B

end if
end while
return C

This algorithm needs two parameters to function: the number of neighbors k and the
maximum radius τr. Schubert et al. [19] present a rule of thumb where k should be
about two times the dimensionality of the problem, and then τr should be adjusted
experimentally. Figure 3.5 shows how the covariance varies when we manipulate
τr. The point cloud pair from the Apartment dataset is almost insensitive to this pa-
rameter. A very wide range of values causes it to keep about 97 % of the data, and
have a rather small covariance. The Plain dataset, once again, is more challenging.
Increasing τr causes nearly discrete jumps in the size of the covariance. Every dis-
crete jump is explained by a cluster of registration transformations being included
in the distribution of convergent transformations. Consequently, appropriate values
of the parameter are values that contain only one cluster: the cluster that is closest
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Figure 3.5 – Trace of the covariance of ICP registration transformations when the DBSCAN
clustering radius τr varies. The covariances are computed using point clouds from the Apart-
ment (7-10) and Plain (8-11) datasets.

to ground truth. In other words, τr should be as small as possible while including
a healthy proportion of the registration transformations inside the distribution of
convergent transformations. In that spirit, values of τr between 10´5 and 10´4 seem
appropriate for that pair of point clouds.

This clustering algorithm similar to DBSCAN is a good heuristic to detect convergent
registration transformations. Like the density threshold filter, it does not impose an
upper bound to the covariance. Furthermore, it corresponds the intuition we have
about the nature of the attraction region of the ground truth. We think of it as a
region in the objective function where the gradient steadily descends towards the
ground truth. Consequently, we expect that all the convergent registration transfor-
mations will be relatively close to one another. We expect the presence of gaps be-
tween the clusters of results associated to the various global minima. The DBSCAN
heuristic algorithm relies on the presence of these gaps to work properly.

As of now, we consider that the DBSCAN based heuristic is the best way to fil-
ter away divergent transformations from a sample of ICP registrations. The fixed
threshold is disqualified, because it imposes an upper bound on the norm of the
covariance. Furthermore, DBSCAN is better than the density filtering in that it is
better able to use the spatial relationship between registration transformations in the
sample. One good illustration of the superiority of the DBSCAN like filtering strat-
egy over the density threshold filtering is seen in the lower right part of Figure 4.4.
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There are two clusters in those registration transformations: the inner line and the
outer ring. Both clusters have a good density: it would be difficult to discriminate
between those two using a density based filtering. However, the presence of a large
gap between both clusters makes it easy for our DBSCAN clustering to separate the
middle line (which is convergent) from the outer ring (which is divergent).

With such a way to filter away divergent registrations, we can now compute a co-
variance from a sample of registration transformations. We now have all the tools
we need to work on a data-driven covariance prediction algorithm.
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Chapter 4

CELLO-3D: Estimating the Covariance
of ICP in the Real World
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Résumé

La fusion de recalages d’ICP avec les outils existants d’estimation d’état repose

sur une estimation précise de leur intertitude. Cet article étudie l’estimation de

cette incertitude sous la forme d’une covariance. Premièrement, nous étudions

les limites de méthodes d’estimation de covariance existantes sur des jeux de

données 3D. Ensuite, nous estimons la covariance d’ICP avec une approche ba-

sée sur les données, utilisant plus de 5 100 000 recalages calculés sur 1020 paires

de nuages de points 3D tirés d’environnements réels. Nous évaluons la solution

sur une large collection d’environnements, allant de structurés à non-structurés

et intérieurs à extérieurs. La capacité de notre algorithme à prédire des cova-

riances est évaluée, ainsi que l’utilité des prédictions pour faire l’estimation de

l’incertitude sur des trajectoires. La méthode proposée fait des prédictions qui

sont plus précises que les solutions analytiques existantes. Ces prédictions sont

consistantes avec des trajectoires observées expérimentalement.
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Abstract

The fusion of ICP registrations in existing state estimation frameworks relies on

an accurate estimation of their uncertainty. In this paper, we study the estima-

tion of this uncertainty in the form of a covariance. First, we scrutinize the limita-

tions of existing closed-form covariance estimation algorithms over 3D datasets.

Then, we set out to estimate the covariance of ICP registrations through a data-

driven approach, with over 5 100 000 registrations on 1020 pairs from real 3D

point clouds. We assess our solution upon a wide spectrum of environments,

ranging from structured to unstructured and indoor to outdoor. The capacity of

our algorithm to predict covariances is accurately assessed, as well as the useful-

ness of these estimations for uncertainty estimation over trajectories. The pro-

posed method estimates covariances better than existing closed-form solutions,

and makes predictions that are consistent with observed trajectories.
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4.1 Introduction

The ICP algorithm [2], [3] is ubiquitous in mobile robotics for the tasks of localization
and mapping. It estimates the rigid transformation between the reference frames of
two point clouds, by iteratively pairing closest points in both point clouds and mini-
mizing a distance between those pairs. This is equivalent to optimizing an objective
function that maps rigid transformations to a scalar optimization score for a pair
of point clouds. There is an abundance of ICP variants [4], each of which yields
slightly different transformations due to their different objective functions. One no-
table variation is the choice of error metric between each pair of points, where com-
mon choices of metric are point-to-point [2] and point-to-plane [3]. The registration
process is subject to a number of sources of uncertainty and error, because of a bad
adequation between the objective function and the desired result. Chief among them
is the presence of local minima in the objective function. Other causes of uncertainty
comprise noise from the range sensor, and underconstrained environments such as
featureless hallways [17].

The fusion of ICP measurements in existing state estimation frameworks (e.g. SLAM)
relies on an appropriate estimation of the uncertainty of ICP, expressed as a covari-
ance [14]. In this context, ICP is modeled as a function of input point clouds and
an initial estimate which yields a registration transformation that is normally dis-
tributed. Optimistic covariance estimates can lead to inconsistency and navigation
failures, whereas pessimistic ones inhibit efficient state estimation. Figure 4.1 illus-
trates the process of estimating the covariance of a registration. The registration
process shown takes place in a hallway, and is consequently loosely constrained in
one axis. In this figure, optimistic covariance estimation frameworks might miss this
underconstrainedness and encompass only the central samples.

This paper focuses on the problem of estimating the covariance of ICP in such real
3D environments. To this effect, we first provide an experimental explanation as
to why current covariance estimation algorithms may perform poorly in that con-
text. Furthermore, we present CELLO-3D, a data-driven approach to estimating the
uncertainty of 3D ICP that works with any error metric.
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Sampled  
uncertainty

Covariance

Figure 4.1 – A reading point cloud (red) is being registered against a reference point cloud
(blue). This paper studies the estimation of covariances like the green ellipsoid to allow
integration of ICP in state estimation toolchains. The result of ICP was sampled, and the
black balls indicate the density of registration transformations at a particular location. There
are three larger clusters which correspond to local minimas in the objective function caused
by the regularly spaced pillars. We project the translation part of a covariance in R3 for
illustration purposes, but in general the covariances of a 6 degrees of freedom phenomenon
is studied here.

4.2 Related works

There are many approaches to estimating the covariance of the ICP algorithm, each
of which must balance quality of prediction and computation time. On one end of
the spectrum, Monte-Carlo (also called brute force) algorithms such as [9], [20] pro-
vide an accurate estimate ICP’s covariance. They consist in sampling a large number
of ICP registration transformations, and using the covariance of the sampled results
as the covariance estimation. If a model of the environment is available, brute-force
algorithms can take sensor noise into account by simulating many scans of the en-
vironment given some noise model. However, Monte-Carlo algorithms cannot be
used online due to their high computational cost. This limits their practicality in
mobile robotics applications.

Another important category of covariance estimation algorithms rely on the objec-
tive function’s Hessian [17], [20]–[24]. These closed-form methods are motivated by
the need for a covariance estimation that can be used online. Their underlying as-
sumption is that the objective function J(T) used in ICP can be linearized around
the point of convergence. This allows the use of linear regression theory to derive a
covariance from the Hessian of J. If J is analytically differentiable, then the Hessian
can be computed directly [20], [23]. Otherwise, it can also be approximated numer-
ically by sampling [21], [22]. This approach accounts for errors that are due to the
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environment structure, but not for errors due to sensor noise. However, modelling
the effect of sensor noise on the objective function J proves to be crucial for covari-
ance estimation algorithm. Censi [17] addresses this by using the implicit function
theorem. His model of the covariance contains the Hessian of J, but also the effect
of the sensor noise on it. It is successfully evaluated on 2D datasets. The equations
for the 3D case are derived in [24], but Censi’s algorithm is considered to be largely
optimistic in that situation [10]. More elaborate noise models alleviate this difficulty,
but only for specific sensors [8].

Closed-form approaches have the shortcoming of not taking point reassociation into
account. Therefore, they must assume that 1) ICP converged to a loosely defined
region of attraction of the “true” solution [17], and 2) the reassociation of points that
occur in that region have a negligible influence on the objective function. Bonnabel
et al. [7] show that for point-to-point ICP variants, the second assumption is broken.
However, they present a proof that Censi’s method is accurate using the point-to-
plane ICP variant in a noiseless context. They do so by demonstrating that changes
in J due to point reassociations are small enough for the covariance estimation meth-
ods to remain valid under certain conditions. In spite of this, Mendes et al. [10] indi-
cates that this covariance is still optimistic in a noisy experimental context.

A data-driven alternative to covariance estimation emerged from the Covariance Es-
timation and Learning through Likelihood Optimization (CELLO) framework [6].
It is a general covariance estimation strategy that projects point clouds in a de-
scriptor space, then estimate the covariance within this space. It uses a machine
learning algorithm that first estimates a distance metric between the predictors, and
then uses this metric to weigh the learning examples during online inference. This
procedure can be done with ground-truth data [6], but also without it [25] exploit-
ing expectation-maximization. In the presence of ground-truth data, expectation-
maximization should be avoided to simplify the machine learning process. The gen-
eral strategy of CELLO was successfully applied to the estimation of the reliability of
visual features for visual-inertial navigation [26], [27]. Peretroukhin et al. [27] used
the prediction space to generate a noise model for visual landmarks, which in turn
was used to predict the ego-motion of the sensor. For an application to 3D ICP, these
data-driven approaches are challenging in that extracting relevant features from 3D
point clouds is still an open problem. Hand-crafted feature designers must tread
carefully between the expressiveness and the generality of the descriptor for this
approach to be viable. Consequently, this method was never assessed in a 3D ICP
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Figure 4.2 – The objective function of point-to-plane ICP around the ground truth when
registering a simple cube. The black dots are sampled registration transformations, with
their associated translation projected on the xy plane. The green circle is a 3σ covariance
ellipse of the distribution of registration transformations. The white dashed circle is a similar
representation, but of Censi’s covariance estimate. Rightmost frame: the transitions from one
plateau to another are explained by point reassociations. At a scale smaller than the scale of
the covariance of the registration transformations, the error landscape is dominated by point
reassociations.

context to the best of our knowledge. Finally, Liu et al. [28] circumvent the explicit
design of features by training a deep neural network directly on the sensor data.
Their method successfully estimates the covariance of 2D visual odometry. Unfortu-
nately, the use of deep neural networks on 3D point clouds is still an active research
area, and further work is required to apply this method to such data.

4.3 Shortcomings of closed-form covariance estimation

algorithm

As discussed earlier, Bonnabel et al. [7] point out that closed-form covariance estima-
tion methods are potentially ill-founded if point reassociations occur at a scale that
is smaller than that of the covariance to be estimated. Our own analysis on 3D simu-
lated data shows that it is likely that point reassociations happen at a scale this small.
For example, Figure 4.2 shows the objective function J(T) observed when register-
ing a pair of 1ˆ 1ˆ 1 m cube shaped point clouds. The points lie on the surface of the
cube and have a σ = 0.01 m noise applied on them on every axis. At a larger scale,
this objective function J(T) corresponds to our intuition, with a seemingly-smooth
slope towards large global minimum. At a smaller scale, however, it is composed of
a large number of “plateaus”, each of them corresponding to one fixed association of
points between the reading and the reference. This litters the objective function with
local minima to which ICP is sensitive. In turn, a larger covariance of ICP results is
observed.
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There is a mathematical explanation for the optimism of Censi’s algorithm for the
point-to-point variant of ICP in Bonnabel et al. [7]. We do not know of such a proof
the point-to-plane case. Furthermore, the results in Bonnabel et al. [7] were encourag-
ing about the validity of Censi’s algorithm in the point-to-plane case. They show that
the change in the objective function provoked by point reassociations is bounded un-
der certain conditions, proving the correctness of Censi’s estimate. On the contrary,
our own experiments show that caution is required even in the point-to-plane case.
Indeed, Figure 4.3 shows that sensor noise significantly impacts the empirically sam-
pled covariance of ICP as it grows. On the other hand, Censi’s covariance estimate
grows slowly as the estimate of the sensor noise grows. To use Censi’s estimate in
that experimental context, we would need to inflate our estimation of the sensor
noise to values that are beyond a meaningful range.

Consequently, we argue that a viable covariance estimation algorithm for ICP should
take into account the effect of noise. More precisely, it should model both the direct
effect of the sensor noise on the objective function of ICP, but also the point reassoci-
ations that it provokes around ground truth. Monte-Carlo based approaches circum-
vent those difficulties by incorporating the effect of noise directly. The complexity
we observe in the 3D registration process motivates our shift from analytical to data-
driven solutions. Our general approach is to implement the CELLO framework [6]
for 3D ICP and work towards learning covariance models from training data gen-
erated through a sampling process. We aim at getting the best of both worlds: the
accuracy of brute-force methods and the rapid inference of machine learning ap-
proaches.
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Figure 4.3 – Trace of ICP covariance estimation against sensor noise. Censi’s covariance
estimate increases slowly as the sensor noise model grows. The sampled covariance of ICP
increases dramatically with sensor noise, even on simulated datasets. This is attributed to
the point reassociation provoked by sensor noise.
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4.4 3D covariance estimation of ICP

Casting CELLO onto a 3D registration problem requires a primer on notations. A
rigid transformation a

bT P SE(3) allows to express a point cloud bP P R3ˆn in the
coordinate system b in a second coordinate system a. Using the Lie algebra, we can
express the matrix T as a vector ξ P se(3) using log(T) and reverse the process using
exp(ξ). The vector ξ is split into a translation u P R3 and an angle-axis rotation
ω P R3. This allows us us to express the uncertainty on a rigid transformation as a
covariance matrix Y P R6ˆ6, such that

ξ =

[
u
ω

]
(4.1)

and

Y =

[
Yuu Yuω

Yωu Yωω

]
. (4.2)

Generally speaking, we need to rely on prior information, for which we use the
notation |(¨), to produce an estimate x(¨) of a true quantity ¯(¨). For example, having
access to a reference point cloud Q P R3ˆm, it is possible to produce a transformation
estimate pT that reduces the alignment error between P and Q by relying on a prior
transformation qT (see Figure 4.4). A typical solution to this registration problem is
the ICP algorithm:

pT = icp(P, Q, qT). (4.3)

The initial transformation qT can be seen as an element randomly selected from a dis-
tribution of transformations O, for which the shape typically depend on odometry
computation. Similarly, the estimated value pT comes from a distribution of transfor-
mations I which has a complex shape that depends on both point clouds, O and the
configuration of icp(¨). Estimating the covariance Y of ICP corresponds to making
the (oversimplifying but tractable) assumption that the I is normally distributed

I « N (T̄ , Y), (4.4)

where the right hand side is shorthand for

qT = exp(ξ)T̄ (4.5)

with

ξ „ N (0, Y). (4.6)
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<latexit sha1_base64="7g0fAT0w3cgVTw99G5UNkSz6pOU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="74W8/xXC4SDzzihey31f3YXAPCo=">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</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="fLSe8jYjTulbrhN6N2TrS5Oz92E=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="KxwHmo78qlt3BkBwiV/qc91qwww=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="9J+Wl4nj0bD8Int0qaURG3Jswzk=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="6H5hDhdLcjIAFI1rSMWHUNwlL2A=">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</latexit>
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Figure 4.4 – Overview of different variables used to estimate the covariance of ICP. Top
row: A single example of two cylinders being registered together using ICP and converging
to well aligned point clouds P (blue) and Q (red). Middle row: A view of the translation
components u of a set of initiation transformation O before ICP (left) and after ICP (right).
Bottom row: Same view, but for the rotational components ω. For the rotations, the spread
along the vertical axis is explained by the cylinder being unconstrained around one axis.
The presence of points in the outer ring is explained by P first turning upside down and then
being unconstrained around the same axis.

Note the use of T̄ in Equation 4.4, which supposes that ICP is unbiased. Figure 4.4
shows an example of those symbols, with two cylinders being registered starting
with a wrongful initial alignment qT . The distribution O was manually configured
and sampled to feed multiple qT to ICP. The 5000 resulting transformations pT form
a distribution with covariance Y that approximates I . The covariance approximates
the translations well, but some points in rotations were considered divergent and
filtered away.
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4.4.1 Covariance prediction

Vega-Brown et al. [6] propose a data-driven framework for covariance estimation,
in which the estimation function pF is posed as a weighted average of training ex-
amples. The first step in such an approach is to collect a training dataset D =

t(d0, Y0), ..., (dn, Yn)u composed of point cloud descriptors dk and sampled covari-
ances Yk. Our formulation differs from the original CELLO framework, which has
error vectors in the place of the covariance matrices Yk.1 This was rendered neces-
sary due to the limited availability of 3D point cloud pairs with associated ground
truth: it allows us to extract more knowledge from existing point cloud pairs.

The descriptors dk are computed by a function g(aP, a
bT bQ) that extract features

from a registered point cloud pair. One can then predict a covariance pF(d) for an
unseen example d using

pF(d) =
1

ř

k s
(

ρ(d, dk)
) ÿ

k

s
(

ρ(d, dk)
)

Yk. (4.7)

The function ρ is a distance between a pair of point cloud descriptors which is de-
fined as

ρ(d, d1) = (d´ d1)JΘJΘ(d´ d1) (4.8)

where Θ is an upper triangular matrix. The weighing function s(x) = e´x is chosen
here, but any decreasing positive function is appropriate [6]. Large datasets could
motivate a choice of s that completely ignores examples with large distances to make
runtime predictions more efficient [27]. For the training of Θ, the loss for an individ-
ual covariance prediction pF(dk) is

L(pF(dk)|Θ) = det
(

pF(dk)
)
+ tr

(
pF(dk)

´1Yk)
)

, (4.9)

along with a regularization term [6].

4.4.2 3D point cloud descriptor

It is important for a point cloud descriptor dk to contain relevant information to the
prediction of the covariance for P, Q, while being small enough to be amenable to
machine learning algorithms. Thus, the descriptor extraction function g(¨) should
capture the geometry of the scene, in a way that translates our assumption that this

1Both formulations are mathematically equivalent: see Appendix B.
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geometry is an important factor of the covariance. One consequence of this is that
the extracted descriptors should not be rotation invariant, so as to capture the cor-
rect orientation of the covariance. For instance, the covariance of ICP in a featureless
hallway should be aligned with its walls, as depicted in Figure 4.1. There is a wide
variety of descriptors that could be used for 3D point clouds [29], but a more thor-
ough evaluation of the existing descriptors is a question that is left for future work.

ICP—at least in its robust version—acts mainly on the overlapping region of point
clouds. Consequently, descriptors should only be extracted from this overlapping
region. In our approach, g first extracts a single point cloud S containing the subset
of points from both P and Q that are overlapping, after registration. Then, descrip-
tors are extracted from S. The extraction pipeline separates the space into a fixed-size
grid, from which all local descriptors are extracted.

First, two descriptors capture the overall “planarity” p and “cylindricality” c of the
entire voxel, from the average values of these two metrics defined in [30] computed
at each point within the voxel. Then, the orientation of the estimated surface normals
vectors for every point in a voxel are summarized in a 9-histogram th1, ..., h9u [31].
The local descriptor of voxel i, j, k is vijk = tp, c, h1, ..., h9u. The full descriptor d for
the overlaping point cloud S is the concatenation of the local descriptors for every
voxel. This way, our descriptor preserves a certain amount of global information,
namely the spatial distribution of the local features.

4.4.3 Covariance sampling

We employ a brute-force approach similar to [9] to estimate the covariance of ICP
for training. We sample the result of ICP for every point cloud pair in our dataset.
Every sample uses an initial estimate qT drawn from O. The distribution of results is
then used to compute a sampled covariance Yk for the point cloud pairs through

Yk =
1

n´ 1

ÿ

i

ξiξ
J
i (4.10)

with ξi = log(T̄´1
k

pT i) the n perturbations of the sampled transformations. In some
cases, like in the lower row of Figure 4.4, ICP converges to many clusters. If we sup-
pose that we estimate the covariance of ICP when it converges, it is ultimately up to
the designer to decide what converged from what did not. We use the DBSCAN clus-
tering algorithm [19] on the set of ξi, and keep only the points in the cluster which
is closest to ground truth. This filtering method has the benefit of avoiding unrepre-
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sentative sampled covariances Y in the training dataset. It does so without imposing
an upper bound to the covariance of the samples. One more look at Figure 4.4 il-
lustrates the results of this procedure. The central line of samples is explained by
the fact that rotations around the z axis are not constrained on this cylinder. The
outer ring corresponds to situations where ICP converged upside-down, and then
spun freely around the z axis. Our filtering strategy is able to remove results that
converged incorrectly (i.e., the outer ring) while capturing the information about an
underconstrained axis (i.e., the central line).

4.5 Experiments

4.5.1 Training datasets

To be realistic, we used datasets that are representative of a wide variety of en-
vironments that a mobile robot can encounter. Consequently, we used a subset
of the Challenging data sets for point cloud registration algorithms [18]. It comprises
point clouds taken in environments ranging from structured to unstructured, and
indoor to outdoor. Every Challenging dataset contains a sequence of l point clouds
Pi as well as ground truth positions T̄ i for them. To generate a learning dataset
D = t(d0, Y0), ..., (dn, Yn)u, we considered pairs of point clouds Pi, Pj for all i, j such
that i ă j ă l and j´ i ď 4.

The descriptors dk were generated using g(¨). We used a grid of 4ˆ 4ˆ 4 spanning
25 m in the x and y axes (parallel to the ground plane) and 10 m in the z axis (per-
pendicular to the ground plane) [29]. This grid was chosen because it encapsulates
the typical spatial extent of a point cloud from the Challenging datasets.

Each sampled covariance Yk was computed from 5000 registrations. Every regis-
tration had a O that was centered at the ground truth and a covariance of aI. We
set a = 0.05 to simulate a reasonable odometry scenario. A typical ICP registra-
tion pipeline was used, featuring the point-to-plane error metric. Table 4.1 describes
the full registration pipeline, in terms of the framework layed down in [32]. As
discussed in Section 4.4.3, the outliers were filtered from the registration transfor-
mations to enforce the assumption that ICP converged. Point cloud pairs where ICP
failed consistently were removed from the training dataset. To do so we identified
the pairs where ICP converged on average more than 1m or 1rad away from ground
truth. In total, this work uses the data from about 5 100 000 registrations on 1020
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Table 4.1 – ICP pipeline used for the sampled covariance computation

Pipeline Element Configuration

Point cloud filters Maximum density, random subsampling
Point matcher k-d tree, 3 nearest neighbors
Outlier filter Trimmed distance (keep the closest 70% of

associations)
Error minimizer point-to-plane

Transformation checkers Max. 80 iterations

pairs. These registrations were performed on Compute Canada’s computing clus-
ters using a total of approximately 5 CPU-Years.

Data augmentation was performed to extract more knowledge from the computa-
tionally expensive sampling of the Yk. By applying a transformation T on the point
clouds before sending them in g(¨), we obtained new descriptors daug. The sam-
pled covariances were transformed similarily using the adjoint representation of T
such that Yaug = AdjT ¨Yk ¨AdjJT . For our application we chose to perform data aug-
mentation only by rotating the frames of reference around the z axis of the reference
point cloud. The z axis was chosen to preserve the 2.5D aspect of the dataset, while
giving some rotation invariance to our algorithm. Other rotations were expected to
create examples that are not close to the registration pairs encountered online, such
as examples where the trees of a forest are sideways. A 6-DOF robot would warrant
a more complete data augmentation.

4.5.2 ICP trajectories computation

Once the models were trained, we evaluated our covariance estimation algorithm
for state estimation on indoor and outdoor trajectories. In that spirit, we computed
an ICP odometry from our trajectory datasets. Since the point cloud pairs are in a
sequence of length l, we compounded their ICP registration transformations using

pTF =
0
1
pT

1
2
pT ...

l´1
l
pT (4.11)

where pTF is the final pose estimate of the odometry. The distribution of initial trans-
formations was O « N ( i

i+1T̄ , aI) with a = 0.05. In a second step, we computed
covariance estimation pYk for each pTk using a covariance estimation model pF. Finally,
we compounded the covariances with the 4th order approximation in Barfoot et al.
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[33] to obtain a final covariance estimate pYF. This setup allowed us to assess the
quality of the covariance estimation in context, over trajectories.

4.6 Results

We trained on one trajectory dataset, while testing on one or many others that had
the same type of environment/structure. Testing on separate (but similar) datasets
was done to obtain a fair evaluation, while avoiding overly optimistic result due to
overfitting. This correspondence is detailed in Table 4.2. The weighting matrix Θ

was trained by Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) using the loss from Equation 4.9.
The batch size was 4 and the learning rate was 1ˆ 10´5 The learning was stopped
after 100 iterations or until convergence was reached.

4.6.1 Single-Pair Covariance Prediction

First, we validated the quality of our approach, for single pairs of point clouds.
As a quality metric, we used the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence from our esti-
mated distribution to the sampled distribution (covariance). This metric measures
the amount of information lost when using the covariance pF(dk) instead of Yk to ex-
press the distribution of ICP results I . Results reported in Table 4.2 are the average
KL divergence over all pairs within a testing group. For comparison, we also com-
puted the average KL divergence from a baseline covariance Ybase = 1

n
ř

k Yk, using
the Yk of the training dataset. We made similar computations with a Censi estimate
YCensi, for the same point cloud pairs. One should keep in mind that the mere pre-
diction of the scale of the ICP covariance has been historically challenging. As hinted
by Figure 4.3, Censi’s covariance estimate have large divergences, since they are or-
ders of magnitude smaller than the sampled covariances. At worst, our approach
makes predictions that have the correct order of magnitude, as seen in Table 4.2.

Trajectory in self-similar environments will have point clouds (and covariances) that
are similar to one another. For these self-similar environment, gains over the base-
line are expected to be modest. In this situation, we observe that our predictor’s
parameters Θ converges to nearly uniform weights after training. Consequently,
CELLO-3D treats training examples nearly equally, and outputs (something close
to) their mean. This phenomenon is clearly visible in Table 4.2, where gains over
the baseline are limited for Wood Autumn and Wood Summer. For the Gazebo envi-
ronments, they also exhibit a certain degree of self-similarity, as measured by the
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Table 4.2 – Loss of the CELLO algorithm in various training scenarios

Dataset Trained on N.
Pairs

Avg. KL Divergence

Baseline Ours Censi

Apartment Hauptgebaude & Stairs 1190 34.1 26.6 9.19ˆ 107

Hauptgebaude Apartment & Stairs 938 34.0 26.7 2.06ˆ 108

Stairs
Apartment &

Hauptgebaude 798 33.7 27.0 7.65ˆ 107

Gazebo Summer Gazebo Winter 826 20.8 19.8 2.55ˆ 106

Gazebo Winter Gazebo Summer 798 20.3 18.9 2.25ˆ 106

Wood Autumn Wood Summer 812 13.2 11.5 4.94ˆ 106

Wood Summer Wood Autumn 966 13.6 11.3 3.52ˆ 107

low KL-divergence of the baseline. Again, gains for our approach are modest there.
However, for the three indoor environments (Apartment, Hauptgebaude, and Stairs),
we can see that they have the highest baseline KL-divergence. This indicates that the
sampled covariance varies largely throughout the trajectory, in comparison to the
average (baseline) one. As expected, it is where our algorithm makes the strongest
gains. These gains for indoor environments are also explained by their structured
nature, well-suited for our descriptors.

4.6.2 Consistency over Trajectories

We evaluated the consistency of the estimated covariances when computing ICP
odometry trajectories in diverse locations. This represents the fundamental situa-
tion where our predictor is used within a state-estimation algorithm. To visualize
the error on the covariance in all dimensions at once, we resort to computing the
Mahalanobis distance DM between pTF and the ground truth l

0T

DM =

b

ξJpY
´1
F ξ, (4.12)

in which ξ = log(0
lT
´1

pTF). The distance DM can be thought of as the number of
standard deviations between a sample and the mean, with a value zero meaning
that pTF was exactly on the ground truth. Table 4.3 shows the average DM of 100 tra-
jectories for every covariance model. It also lists the average Mahalanobis distances
of the translation u against Yuu and rotation ω against Yωω for the trajectories. The
average values of DM indicate that our algorithm is consistent overall. We consider
that an average DM above 3 indicates an optimistic covariance estimate, while an
average below 1.5 indicates a pessimistic estimate. In that sense, the covariance es-
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Table 4.3 – Final odometry error and consistency of CELLO-3D

Length Translation Rotation DM
Trajectory (m) }u} (m) DM }ω} (rad) DM

Apartment 22 0.115 0.274 0.0331 0.160 0.540
Hauptgebaude 24 0.168 0.467 0.00910 0.346 1.15
Stairs 12 0.0664 0.0998 0.0127 0.307 0.592
Gazebo Summer 14 0.0396 0.278 0.0165 0.278 0.491
Gazebo Winter 15 0.0311 2.000 0.0144 2.90 2.50
Wood Autumn 18 0.217 0.205 0.0178 0.394 0.405
Wood Summer 21 0.332 0.208 0.0299 0.533 0.762

timation algorithm is pessimistic for the Stairs or Apartment datasets. However, no
extreme values were found demonstrating a functional solution.

In Figure 4.5, we take a closer look at the behaviour of CELLO-3D over short tra-
jectories, in the Wood Summer (unstructured) and Gazebo Winter (semi-structured)
environments. The figure compares the compounded sampled covariances Yk with
our estimated covariances pF(dk). In there, we sampled 20 ICP odometry trajectories
to compare against the covariance predictions at each step (the grey ellipses). The
green dots represent the final pTF for each trajectory, with the green ellipses being
pYF. This figure shows that our covariance estimates are consistent with the com-
pounded trajectories, within 2 sigma. Note that the CELLO-3D uncertainty estimate
grows more steadily and uniformly than that of the sampled covariances. This indi-
cates that, while our algorithm does not seem to model the input descriptors in very
sharp detail, it is able to extract a consistent knowledge from the training dataset.

4.7 Conclusion

In this work, we presented CELLO-3D, an online covariance estimation algorithm
for ICP that works well in 3D. CELLO-3D uses the covariances of a learning dataset
to predict the covariance of similar point cloud pairs at runtime. It was successfully
validated on individual pairs of point clouds and over trajectories, on challenging
datasets. It provides also a better uncertainty estimate when compared to existing
solutions. Our predicted covariances are neither too optimistic nor too pessimistic,
and represent well sampled particles over trajectories of several meters.

Throughout the course of this work, some challenges became visible with the tran-
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Figure 4.5 – Comparison of covariance estimations for Wood Summer (top) and Gazebo Winter
(bottom). Every frame has 20 ICP odometry trajectories, although some are not visible be-
cause they are overlapping. The ground truth trajectory is shown as a thick black line. The
green dots represent the final poses pTF, while the green ellipses represent pYF. The data is
projected on the ground plane for the sake of visualization.

sition from 2D to 3D. Due to the curse of dimensionality, generating a dataset for
covariance in 3D requires more samples than in 2D. With this larger number of sam-
ples, we noticed that approximating I as a normal distribution is prone to larger
estimation errors in SE(3), as we observe mainly multimodal distributions (see Fig-
ure 4.1 and Figure 4.4). Moreover, the original CELLO framework proposed the
use of weak descriptors to alleviate the difficulties of descriptor design. However,
the quality of the input features is found to be critical to the success of covariance
predictions. Inspired by [28], we intend to meet this challenge using Deep Neural
Networks (DNNs) directly on 3D point clouds.
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Chapter 5

Supplementary experiments

The process of writing the CELLO-3D paper (Chapter 4) involved a careful selec-
tion of the presented experiments. The selection was difficult because of the space
constraints of the conference paper format. This chapter presents two experiments
(their motivation, protocol, results and discussion) that had to be left out of the pa-
per. The first experiment allows us to peek at the behavior of the CELLO-3D training.
The second experiment tests the behavior of our algorithm on a new dataset, which
gives us a better idea of the generalization capabilities of CELLO-3D. Together, these
supplementary experiments give a better portrait of the introduced algorithm, and
give us research directions to improve it in the future.

5.1 Learning introspection

When implementing CELLO for a particular use case, such as what we did in CELLO-
3D, the greatest experimental challenge is the choice of descriptor [28]. It is not pos-
sible to use a large vector of weak features because the model scales poorly with the
size of the descriptor. Consequently, the descriptor design requires some degree of
domain knowledge, and experimentation. One way to approach this is to iteratively
improve on the descriptor as the lidar sensor is used on new environments. For
this iteration to be possible, however, the descriptor designer must have appropriate
feedback on the quality of the descriptor. The training loss is a first tool that can be
used, but a more complete portrait of the performance of the descriptor could prove
useful. In this spirit, we set out to perform introspection on the learning process
and gain more information on its behavior. The knowledge gained here can then
be used to improve the descriptors. Better descriptors will then translate into better
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covariance estimation for the model.

One interesting tool that emerged from this process is the activation matrix. An
example of activation matrix is shown in Figure 5.1. Every row in that matrix corre-
sponds to one training example. Every column corresponds to a validation example,
i.e., a descriptor unknown to the model that was used for covariance prediction. The
“pixels” represent the weight of the training example when predicting the covari-
ance of the unknown descriptor. The weights are computed using the Θ matrix that
was obtained after training, once again using the distance metric posed in Equa-
tion 4.8. The lighter the pixel is, the more activated (influential) the example was
when making a prediction. Identifying which training examples are influential to
the learning process is an approach that is gaining traction in the machine learning
community [34].

We can use this graph to validate our assumptions about the descriptors, and infer
new knowledge about the model. In Figure 5.1, the training dataset and the vali-
dation dataset contain roughly the same trajectory (taken at different times). Both
trajectories were recorded in the Gazebo location of the Challenging dataset. The first
sequence of point clouds was recorded in the summer, the second in the winter.
Consequently, we expect the descriptors of the first point clouds to be similar in
both datasets, i.e., have a good activation. The block-diagonal aspect of Figure 5.1
confirms this. It shows that the model learned to differentiate the environment in
the different parts of the trajectory.

The same phenomenon is observed in the Wood Summer and Wood Autumn datasets.
Figure 5.2 shows that same block diagonal pattern, to a lesser degree. The dark area
at the bottom right indicates that the trajectory recorded in the summer went on
for longer than the trajectory recorded in the winter. Consequently, the model does
not use the last examples of Wood Summer when predicting the covariance of Wood
Autumn.

This type of figure is insightful when we train the model over a larger variety of envi-
ronments. Figure 5.3 shows the activation matrix of a model trained using structured
and unstructured environments. The examples from every location were split in a
training dataset (the first 70 % of examples) and a validation dataset (the remaining
30 %). That way, every location is represented in the validation rows.

A first characteristic of that matrix is its strong block diagonal aspect. It indicates
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Figure 5.1 – An example of activation matrix, when predicting the covariances of Gazebo
Winter using examples from Gazebo Summer.

Figure 5.2 – Activation matrix of Wood Autumn predicted against Wood Summer.
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Figure 5.3 – Activation matrix over many datasets. Although the trained model does not
benefit from begin trained on a large variety of datasets at the same time, generating this
figure can still bring us insight on the performance of the descriptor.
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that examples from validation datasets are similar to training examples from that
same dataset, which suits our intuition. We also notice an affinity between the en-
vironments that come in pair. The examples from Wood Summer, for instance, are
strongly activated by the examples from Wood Autumn, and vice versa. The same is
true, to a lesser extent, for the Gazebo datasets. However, if we compare Figure 5.3 to
Figure 5.2, we notice that we lost the block diagonal aspect inside the dataset. When
presented with a large variety of environments, the model is not able to capture the
same level of detail than when we train it only with data from Wood, for instance.
This leads us to think that the CELLO model is not rich enough to benefit from be-
ing presented with great volumes of data. It does not seem to generalize well from
outdoor to indoor datasets, for instance.

This is a hint that the descriptors d from indoor datasets are different to the ones
from outdoor datasets. Those descriptors live in two different domains. In machine
learning, leveraging datasets that are similar (that come from the same sensor) but
different on average (that represent point clouds from indoor or outdoor locations) is
called domain adaptation. Domain adaptation is a challenging problem, that could
potentially improve the learning results of CELLO-3D. This is left for future work,
however. In the meantime, we circumvent the problem of domain adaptation by
designing our training set and validation set pairings carefully. This is the rationale
that explains the choice of set/validation set pairs in Table 4.2 of the inserted article.

Going back to the activation matrix, we also notice the examples from Hauptgebaude,
which are not related to examples from any other datasets. We explain this by the
exceptionally elongated nature of the covariances of this dataset, because it is a fea-
tureless hallway. In other words, the covariances in Hauptgebaude are so different
from the others that the model made sure the descriptors from Hauptgebaude would
be very distant from the others.

One thing that is more difficult to explain in Figure 5.3 is the strong activation of
the examples from Apartment when making predictions for Plain. It is difficult to
explain because those two environments have very little in common. Apartment is
indoor and structured, whereas Plain is outdoor and unstructured. Furthermore,
Plain has very little vertical features, which makes it prone to underconstrainedness
problems.1 We speculate two explanations for this phenomenon. Firstly, it might be
due to covariances that are similar in both datasets even though their environments

1See Section 2.3 for more on underconstrainedness
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are very different. Secondly, it may be explained by a side effect of the learning
process. It could be that, when optimizing for other factors, the SGD made Plain
very similar to Apartment by accident. In any case, this is a good example of the
insight we can draw from the activation matrices. After noticing that the model is
confused between Apartment and Plain, the descriptor designer may want to add
features that would help distinguish them.

5.2 Kitti dataset

During the elaboration of the article, we ran experiments on various datasets. This
was done in an effort to draw conclusions that were as general as possible. One very
attractive dataset for this purpose was the Kitti Odometry Dataset [35]. It contains
data that is close to what a self-driving car would meet in realistic situations. Conse-
quently, designing an algorithm that performs well on Kitti would mean we can be
hopeful about it being applicable to very concrete situations. With that in mind, we
executed our algorithm on the Kitti dataset, with the hope of including those results
in the article. Unfortunately, the results were not convincing enough to make a clear
case in favour of CELLO-3D. That, combined with the general lack of space, made
it preferable to leave the Kitti experiments out of the article. This section presents
some of the results we obtained on Kitti, and then identifies factors that explain the
disappointing performance of CELLO-3D on it.

The experimental setup here is essentially the same as in Section 4.5. We use the same
protocol, but this time on trajectories 3, 4 and 5 from the Kitti dataset. The trajectories
are used to train covariance estimation models. The results of the machine learning
procedure are shown in Table 5.1, which is analogous to Table 4.2 in the inserted
article. For Kitti, the results are not as convincing as the ones that were included in
the article. Our algorithm, despite being an improvement over baseline, improves
the covariance prediction marginally. We must remember, however, that our results
still represent a significant improvement over closed form methods, as shown by the
very high divergence scores in the rightmost column of the table.

As for the uncertainty estimation over compounded trajectories, the performance of
CELLO-3D is listed in Table 5.2. The Mahalanobis Distance DM (defined in Equa-
tion 4.12) between the final compounded trajectory and the final estimated distri-
bution is larger than it was for the other datasets. The DM values on the rightmost
column are all above 3, which indicates that the simulated trajectories do not belong
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Table 5.1 – Loss of the CELLO-3D algorithm for the Kitti dataset

Dataset Trained on N. Pairs Avg. KL Divergence

Baseline Ours Censi

Kitti 03 Kitti 04 & Kitti 05 800 23.81 21.64 2.24ˆ 107

Kitti 04 Kitti 03 & Kitti 05 270 22.83 21.73 1.98ˆ 107

Kitti 05 Kitti 03 & Kitti 04 2760 23.72 21.35 1.91ˆ 107

Table 5.2 – Final odometry error and consistency of CELLO-3D for the Kitti dataset

Length Translation Rotation DM
Trajectory (m) }ξu} (m) DM }ξω} (rad) DM

Kitti 03 58.8 1.079 1.193 0.004385 0.4915 3.231
Kitti 04 135.8 48.34 6.375 0.4425 5.536 16.58
Kitti 05 92.98 0.7627 0.9279 0.01416 2.569 5.634

to the distribution created by the covariance estimation algorithm. This is especially
true for Kitti 04, which has an exceptionally high DM of 17.

These very high values are explained in Figure 5.4. It plots the simulated robot trajec-
tories and the predicted covariances. For Kitti 04, the trajectories are more surprising
than the predicted covariances. On the one hand, the covariances follow the same
general pattern that we observed in the Challenging dataset. The trajectories, on the
other hand, seem totally divergent. This shows that the odometry itself is to blame
for the high Mahalanobis distances. More precisely, our assumption that ICP always
converge in the attraction region of the ground truth was broken.

These disappointing results warrant a reflection on the experimental risks associated
with the Kitti dataset. In hindsight, we can identify several factors that are poten-
tially troublesome when transferring our algorithm to Kitti. We believe that further
experiments on the Kitti dataset should address those issues to improve covariance
estimation.

A first challenge that arises is the challenge of scale. The trajectories in the Kitti
dataset are much longer than the ones of the Challenging dataset: they span hundreds
of meters. However, we know that we do not have the ability to accurately track
uncertainties over large rigid transformations [12, p. 280]. This is a limitation of our
experimental protocol that becomes more evident with longer trajectories. It can be
overcome by assessing the impact of the compounding error on our results for Kitti,
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are the covariances as estimated by CELLO-3D. The green ellipse and the green dots are
respectively the final compounded covariance and the endpoints of the trajectories.

and modifying the protocol accordingly. For instance, the protocol could be adjusted
by concentrating our efforts on shorter parts of the trajectories, instead of working
on the whole trajectories.

Another hurdle is, quite simply, the sensor. On the one hand, the Challenging datasets
used a 2D sensor mounted on a panning unit to provide 3D point clouds. Conse-
quently, the assembled scans have a high resolution. The caveat is that the point
clouds take longer to produce, because we have to wait for the pan unit to make a
complete scan of the area before moving the robot. On the other hand, the sensor of
Kitti has a much higher time resolution, at the cost of spatial resolution. The point
clouds produced by it are more sparse, and cover the environment less uniformly.
Trading space resolution for time resolution is very pertinent in an autonomous ve-
hicle scenario, because mobile robots must have quick reaction times. However, it
does make point cloud registration more challenging. The effects of this are visi-
ble on Figure 5.5. The resolution of points is relatively uniform for the Challenging
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Figure 5.5 – Comparison of point clouds from the Challenging and Kitti datasets. Left: Point
cloud from the Apartment trajectory of the Challenging dataset. Right: Point cloud from the
04 trajectory of the Kitti dataset. The scan on the left has a better spatial resolution than the
one on the right. Furthermore, no rings are visible because the sampling is more uniform on
the left.

dataset. On the contrary, the Kitti sensor produces rings of points that are increas-
ingly further apart.

This change in sensor is expected to have effects on point cloud registration. Con-
sequently, it can change the distribution of ICP registrations, and the proportion of
converging registrations. An adaptation to the ICP pipeline may be necessary to
alleviate these changes. The ICP pipeline we set in stone in Section 2.2 might not
be appropriate anymore. The change in registration behavior explains the most sur-
prising results from Table 5.2. Most notably, it explains the results for Kitti 04, which
had an exceptionally high DM of 17.

The change of sensor does not only shows in the ICP registrations themselves, but
also into the learning datasets. Since the point clouds from the Kitti dataset have
different appearances, they may produce different descriptors. The set of d vectors
produced by the Kitti dataset may not be totally related to the set of d produced
by the Challenging point clouds. We identify two reasons for this. First, the global
descriptor has to be adapted to the new realities of the Kitti dataset. Indeed, the
descriptor in the paper uses a grid that spans 25ˆ 25ˆ 10 meters (see Section 4.5.1).
This size is not adapted for self-driving scenarios, because sensor on autonomous
vehicles typically have much larger ranges. Second, the local descriptor we had for
the Challenging dataset uses estimated normals in the point clouds. In Figure 5.5,
we already observed that the Kitti point clouds have rings, and that their sampling
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of the environment is non-uniform. This complicates the estimation of normals for
individual points, because normals are estimated using nearest neighbors. If a point
is isolated (because it lies on a ring, for instance), it is difficult to estimate the normal
of the surface it represents.

Since both the global and local descriptors are affected by the change of sensor, the
descriptor performance could degrade when porting CELLO-3D to the Kitti dataset.
Furthermore, the descriptors d created from Challenging point clouds may be, on
average, different from the ones generated with Kitti. This difference in descriptors,
in effect, changes the domain on which we want pF(¨) to apply. Consequently, we
have here another example where CELLO-3D could benefit from domain adaptation
techniques. The constant need for domain adaptation, however, underlines a more
fundamental problem. It shows that the design of descriptor is a brittle process that
hinders the generalization capabilities of CELLO-3D.
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Conclusion

The main contribution of this work is CELLO-3D, a covariance estimation algorithm
for 3D ICP. This contribution is wholly encompassed in the inserted article. The
latter provides a thorough description and experimental evaluation of CELLO-3D.
It demonstrates that our algorithm can be used indoor or outdoor, within structured
or unstructured environments.

The chapters that surround the article make the contribution clearer. The chapters
before it describe concepts and mathematical tools that are useful to express CELLO-
3D. They explain some of the intuitions that lead to the design of our algorithm. The
supplementary experiments described after the article give us a better portait of the
capabilities of CELLO-3D.

With this work behind us, important challenges remain for CELLO-3D. The most
important challenge is arguably its limited generalization capability. This limited
generalization was underlined by the difficulties of porting the algorithm from one
type of environment to another. Also, the point cloud descriptor needs to be manu-
ally tuned to different sensors, which requires a great expertise. This challenge needs
to be adressed if we are to see a fully satisfactory covariance estimation algorithm
for ICP.

We identify two potential directions for future works that could alleviate this prob-
lem. These two research avenues would achieve this by removing point cloud de-
scriptors from the equation. The first is to steer back towards closed-form or quasi
closed-form approaches. Chapters 2 and 4 show that one issue with current closed-
form solutions is their inability to take point reassociations into account. It seems
worthwhile to try to alleviate this, while still keeping a solution that operates di-
rectly on the pair of point clouds. This would have the advantage of requiring no
training data. One way to do it is to sample the objective function of ICP directly to
estimate the covariance, instead of relying on the closed form expression of the error.
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In other words, estimate the derivative of the error function J(¨) numerically instead
of using a purely closed form solution. The covariance could then be estimated us-
ing this numerical derivative. Although numerical derivatives are not a closed-form
solution per say, we expect their computation to be possible in reasonable time inter-
vals. We would have to keep in mind, however, that numerical derivatives are not
insensitive to the noise cause by point reassociations. Fortunately, there are many
regularization methods that could potentially solve the problem [36]. The same reg-
ularization methods are not trivially amenable to closed-form equations, which is an
advantage for numerical computations. Using numerical derivatives, point reasso-
ciations could explicitly be taken into account, but would not affect the covariance
so much that closed form estimates are exceptionally small [10].

The second possible approach is to go further into a data-driven perspective. The
experiments in Chapter 5 revealed that the design of descriptors for CELLO-3D is
challenging. It is sensitive to a change of sensor and changes in the structure of the
environment. Consequently, it seems pertinent to try and avoid the explicit design
of a descriptor altogether. Liu et al. [28] lays the groundwork for this. Their work
is very similar to CELLO, but they make efforts to avoid the explicit design of a
input feature descriptor. They prefer an implicit representation through the use of
neural networks. As with the original CELLO article, however, this does not mean
that scaling this solution to 3D ICP would be trivial. If anything, our work demon-
strated that increasing the dimensionality of a problem is not trivial. Notably, the
modelling of 3D point clouds using Deep Neural Network (DNN) is the subject of
active discussions within the community [37]–[39]. The correct way to model com-
plex 3D scenes using DNN is still unclear, and applying such a model to covariance
prediction might be challenging. Still, being able to avoid the descriptor design en-
tirely is very promising, because a lot of the issues with CELLO-3D stem from these
descriptors.

In any case, the presence of these two research avenues, one towards closed form
approach, and the other towards an even more data-driven perspective, is telling. It
shows that there still is room for a vivid discussion about covariance estimation for
ICP in the future.
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Appendix A

Training CELLO-3D

The process of training a CELLO-3D model can sometimes be fastidious. The main
challenge in this process is the choice of hyperparameters. It is constrained by many
concurrent factors, and the implementer has to find compromises experimentally.
This appendix describes the two most important hyperparameters in CELLO, the
learning rate γ and the regularization parameter α. We explain the rationale that
must guide the choice of the implementer for these variables.

A.1 Learning rate

The matrix Θ of CELLO is trained using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD).1 Con-
sequently, to train it we must configure a learning rate γ. The latter determines the
portion of the gradient that is applied back on Θ at each iteration. Thus, it should lie
somewhere between 0 and 1.

A learning rate γ that is too small will make the training sensitive to local minimas.
If the training algorithm employs a small learning rate, it will tend to stay stuck in
these local minimas. To avoid this situation, the experimenter must detect when
the training stops prematurely. Symptoms of this are a training that needs very few
iterations before converging, or does not seem to improve the loss significantly.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to employ very large values of γ either. If it is too
large, the learning procedure will tend to diverge, because at every iteration it makes
jumps that are too large to land inside a minimum. In a way, the optimization pro-
cedure jumps over its target and lands in another area that is further away. For

1See Equation 4.8 for a definition of Θ.
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CELLO-3D, symptoms of this are a loss that increases significantly at every iteration,
or a loss that goes wildly up and down without a clear trend towards a minimum.

These two contradictory requirements make it difficult to find a good compromise
for the learning rate γ. In the elaboration of the paper, we used values of γ between
1ˆ 10´3 and 1ˆ 10´5 depending on the dataset. Those values were mostly found
using trial and errors. Since the appropriate value changes according to the dataset,
it was computationally prohibitive to run a systematic search every time.

A.2 Regularization

The second hyperparameter of importance is the regularization weight α. This pa-
rameter is not stated explicitly in the CELLO-3D paper, but is described in the origi-
nal CELLO paper [6]. It poses the full training loss F as a weighted sum:

F (Θ|D) = (1´ α)L(Θ|D) + αR(Θ|D). (A.1)

Here, L is the loss on covariance prediction, as defined in Equation 4.9. The regular-
ization term R is defined as

R(Θ|D) =
n

ÿ

i=0

n
ÿ

j=0

log
(

s
(
ρ(di, dj)

))
. (A.2)

As a reminder, s(x) is a scaling function that we set to s(x) = e´x in Section 4.4.1.
Also remember that ρ is our distance metric between descriptors (see Equation 4.8).

The regularization term R is a measure of the spread of the example descriptors:
it detects if the descriptors are very far from one another. The hyperparameter α

encodes the relative importance of L and R. Consequently, it also has to lie between
0 and 1. This relative importance is difficult to establish without experimentation.

A very low regularization is attractive because it lets the SGD focus on optimizing
the covariance. However, this has the consequence of making overfitting easy. There
is nothing that keeps the algorithm from giving very high weights to Θ. This, in
turn, creates very large distances between the training examples (see Equation 4.8).
Indeed, if the values in the Θ matrix are high, multiplying this matrix by a vector will
yield large values. In this situation, a handful of training examples which are very
similar to the input descriptor d are used to predict pF(d). This is a case of overfitting,
because the model is only able to make predictions for examples that are very similar
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to the training data. In the worst case, the weights in Θ are so large that for some
d, there are no pertinent examples to make a covariance from. This scenario is a
degenerate case that provokes a prediction failure, because no examples are similar
enough to the descriptor we want to predict. Experimentally, this degenerate case
translated in numerical instability such as the apparition of NaNs in the predicted
covariances.

Having an α close to 1 is not a solution either. In this case, the loss associated to R
becomes larger than that of L, and the SGD optimizes for the distance between the
examples. Consequently, it effectively ignores the quality of the estimated covari-
ances during optimization. A symptom of this situation is when the training loss
diminishes, but the validation loss (which ignores the regularization) does not. A Θ

with very small weights also indicates a regularization that is too strong. In our ap-
plication, we found that a good compromise between these two situations is a value
of α between 1ˆ 10´8 and 1ˆ 10´4, depending on the dataset. Once again, those
values were mostly found using trial and error, using the experimental intuition of
the operator. The appropriate value changed from one learning run to another be-
cause of the different datasets. This made it difficult to run systematic searches of
appropriate parameter values.
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Appendix B

Proof of equivalence of the CELLO-3D
learning problem statement

In the inserted paper (Section 4.4.1), we mention that our formulation of the learn-
ing problem is different than that of the original CELLO paper [6]. Esentially, the
dataset D was modified so that its learning examples contain covariances matrices
Y = 1

n
ř

j ξ jξ
J
j instead of error vectors ξ. Where, in the original paper, there was a

large amount of example descriptors d with weak reference error ξ, our own dataset
contains fewer descriptors with stronger examples Y . Our examples are considered
stronger because they stem from many ICP registrations given a pair of point clouds.
This was justified by the limited availability of 3D point cloud datasets with ground
truth.

The formulations are equivalent, but a complete argument was not made in the pa-
per in the interest of space. To prove equivalence, we must reformulate the equations
of the original CELLO paper such that they accept covariance matrices. For covari-
ance prediction, we show that Equation 4.7 is equivalent to a degenerate case in the
original CELLO formulation, where some of the training pairs (di, ξi) have the same
descriptor. We define a partition over the dataset

D = D0 Y ...YDm (B.1)

Di XDj = H @i, j (B.2)
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such that

Dk = t(d0, ξ0), ..., (dl , ξl)u (B.3)

|Dk| = l (B.4)

d0 = d1 = ... = dl (B.5)

for every part Dk.

In the original CELLO, the covariance prediction is posed as follows (ignoring nota-
tional differences):

pF(d) =
1
S

n
ÿ

i=0

s
(
ρ(d, di)

)
ξiξ

J
i (B.6)

with

S =
n

ÿ

i=0

s
(
ρ(d, di)

)
. (B.7)

By expanding the summation and grouping the terms according to the partition, we
get

pF(d) =
1
S

[ ((
s
(
ρ(d, d0)

)
ξ0ξJ0

)
+
(

s
(
ρ(d, d0)

)
ξ1ξJ1

)
+
(

...
))

D0

+

(
...
)

D1

+... +
(

...
)

Dm

]

(B.8)

=
1
S

m
ÿ

k=0

[
s
(
ρ(d, dk)

)
¨

l
ÿ

j=0

ξ jξ
J
j

]
. (B.9)

From Equation 1.19, we have

Yk =
1
l

l
ÿ

j=0

ξ jξ
J
j , (B.10)

where the ξ j are the ICP errors obtained with the point clouds of descriptor dk. Thus,
we can conclude that

pF(d) =
1
S

m
ÿ

k=0

[
s
(
ρ(d, dk)

)
¨ l ¨ Yk

]
(B.11)

=
1
S1

m
ÿ

k=0

s
(
ρ(d, dk)

)
Yk. (B.12)
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Equation B.12 is exactly how CELLO-3D makes its covariance predictions. There, S1

is simply adjusted to compensate for the presence of the l term.

This does not complete the argument of the equivalence, however. We still need
to pose the training loss of CELLO in terms of covariance matrices instead of error
vectors. Using the same partition, we have

L(Θ|D) = ´
1
2

n
ÿ

i=0

(
log |pF(di)|+ ξJi

pF(di)
´1ξi

)
(B.13)

= ´
1
2

((
log |pF(d0)|+ ξJ0

pF(d0)
´1ξ0

)
+
(

log |pF(d0)|+ ξJ1
pF(d0)

´1ξ1
)
+
(
...
))

D0

+

(
...
)

D1

+... +
(

...
)

DM

(B.14)

= ´
1
2

m
ÿ

k=0

(
l ¨ log |pF(dk)|+

l
ÿ

j=0

dJj pF(dk)
´1dj)

)
. (B.15)

Here, we introduce the matrix Dk of error vectors:

Dk =
[
ξ0 ξ1 ... ξl

]
(B.16)

Yk =
1
l

DkDJk . (B.17)

This proves useful to re-express the rightmost summation of Equation B.15 as the
trace of a matrix product in

l
ÿ

j=0

dJj pF(dk)
´1dj = tr(DJk ¨ pF(dk)

´1
¨Dk) (B.18)

= tr(Dk ¨DJk ¨ pF(dk)
´1) (B.19)

= tr(l ¨ Yk ¨ pF(dk)
´1) (B.20)

= l ¨ tr(Yk ¨ pF(dk)
´1) (B.21)

(B.22)

Notice the use of the cyclic permutation on the trace. If we substitute the summation
with this new expression in the loss, we get

L(Θ|D) = ´
1
2

M
ÿ

k=0

(
l ¨ log |pF(dk)|+ l ¨ tr

(
pF(dk)

´1Yk
))

(B.23)

= ´
l
2

M
ÿ

k=0

(
log |pF(dk)|+ tr

(
pF(dk)

´1Yk
))

. (B.24)
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Equation B.24 successfully expresses the loss of the original CELLO with our for-
mulation of what a learning example is. It was used to implement the loss during
training.
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Appendix C

Useful identities

Here, we provide the Taylor series for coefficients that are useful to the exponential
map in Chapter 1. These series should be used for the sake of numerical stability
when the angle θ is close to zero. As a reminder, the symbol O(θn) is shorthand for
the infinite sequence of terms that follows. Since all those terms have a factor θ with
an exponent larger or equal to n, their effect on the overall expression is negligible
when the angle θ « 0.

sin θ

θ
= 1´

θ2

6
+

θ4

120
´

θ6

5040
+O

(
θ8
)

(C.1)

1´ cos θ

θ2 =
1
2
´

θ2

24
+

θ4

720
´

θ6

40320
+O

(
θ8
)

(C.2)

θ ´ sin θ

θ3 =
1
6
´

θ2

120
+

θ4

5040
´

θ6

362880
+O

(
θ8
)

(C.3)
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